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The explosion of big data based upon

technological advances presents its own

challenges that are not sufficiently solved by

the existing data reduction, analysis and

feature selection methodologies. This is also

the challenge of limited computing resources

for some edge computing systems like the

IoT networks and many other edge devices.

The additional presence of noise in high

dimensional datasets makes it more difficult

to uncover significant patterns in data, and

this affects the quality of the systems.

This makes feature selection and feature

extraction important preprocessing steps for

improved accuracy and efficiency in

uncovering patterns and trends in a dataset

and for reduction of data size useful for

computing systems with limited computing

resources. This leads to improved efficiency

of the overall system.

Feature selection is of great important for

applications where dimensionality reduction,

analysis, and pattern discovery are to be deployed.

This need is perhaps more for systems with limited

computing resources like IoT networks. In this

paper, we considered time series datasets and

propose a unsupervised learning technique to

identify the top-k discriminative features. The

technique used Principal Component Analysis

(PCA) statistical foundation to deduce the relative

importance of the principal components of the

dataset with its coefficients along the principal

directions, consequently uncovering the ranks of

the features. We use multiple benchmark datasets

for various experiments evaluate the performance

of the proposed method in terms of its ability for

feature selection and and its capacity to minimize

the original by evaluating the data reconstruction

error. Our proposed method compared with other

existing methods, results verify increased

efficiency and accuracy.

In this paper we propose an effective

feature reduction technique that uses

Principal Component Analysis and Singular

Value Decomposition. It leverages the

statistics of the principal components to

identify the features that retain the

maximum variability of the data, helping to

reduce the reconstruction error. Our

experiments conducted on various public

datasets shows that while our method picks

the topmost representative k features

validated by the accuracy, the

reconstruction error values shows that not

much information is lost in the

transformation process and the

performance of the model on real IoT data

shows that our algorithm performed well.

The number of Principal components to

retain should also be careful decided as we

discovered at the number of components,

the higher the reconstruction error and

lower the accuracy. However, the margin of

interest lies at the region where significant

increase in the number of PCs, has little

effect on the accuracy and reconstruction

error. This makes the case for industry wide

adoption of the process.


